4.19 This exercise explores energy efficiency and its relationship with performance. Problems in this
exercise assume the following energy consumption for activity in Instruction memory, Registers, and Data
memory. You can assume that the other components of the datapath spend a negligible amount of energy.
I-Mem

1 Register Read

Register Write

D-Mem Read

D-Mem Write

140pJ

70 pJ

60 pJ

140 pJ

120 pJ

Assume that components in the datapath have the following latencies. You can assume that the other
components of the datapath have negligible latencies.
I-Mem

Control

Register Read or Write

ALU

D-Mem Read or Write

200ps

150ps

90ps

90ps

250ps

4.19.1 [10] <§§4.3,4.6,4.14> How much energy is spent to execute an ADD instruction in a single-cycle
design and in the 5-stage pipelined design?
4.19.1 The energy for the two designs is the same: I-Mem is read, two registers are read, and a register is
written. We have: 140 pJ+2*70 ps +60 pJ =340 pJ
4.19.2 [10] <§§4.6,4.14> What is the worst-case MIPS instruction in terms of energy consumption, and what
is the energy spent to execute it?
4.19.2 The instruction memory is read for all instructions. Every instruction also results in two register reads
(even if only one of those values is actually used). A load instruction results in a memory read and a register
write, a store instruction results in a memory write, and all other instructions result in either no register write
(e.g., BEQ) or a register write. Because the sum of memory read and register write energy is larger than
memory write energy, the worst-case instruction is a load instruction. For the energy spent by a load, we
have: 140 pJ+2*70 pJ +60 pJ + 140 pJ =480 pJ

4.19.3 [10] <§§4.6,4.14> If energy reduction is paramount, how would you change the pipelined design?
What is the percentage reduction in the energy spent by an LW instruction after this change?
4.19.3 Instruction memory must be read for every instruction. However, we can avoid reading registers
whose values are not going to be used. To do this, we must add RegRead1 and RegRead2 control inputs to
the Registers unit to enable or disable each register read. We must generate these control signals quickly to
avoid lengthening the clock cycle time. With these new control signals, a LW instruction results in only one
register read (we still must read the register used to generate the address), so we have:
Energy before change

Energy saved by change

% Savings

140 pJ+2*70 pJ +60 pJ +140 pJ =480 pJ

70 pJ

14.6%

